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burginssnowcloud@gmail.com

Puppy Contract

Health Guarantee

Buyer/Seller Agreement

Seller certifies that this puppy is a purebred German Shepherd of sound body, good health, and free of communicable
diseases as far as appears to the eye. This puppy has been checked by a veterinarian and was found to be healthy and has
received one set of puppy shots and been treated for worms. Buyer is encouraged to have the puppy examined by their own
veterinarian within three days of the sale. You will receive a replacement puppy of equal value from our next available litter*
if this puppy has an congenital defects which result (or may result) in dealth or in it’s having to be euthanized within one
year of this sale. Seller must be provided with a written report of the dog’s health problem from the Buyer’s veterinarian.
The buyer assumes full responsibility for all costs and care during this time.
*Replacement puppy of equal value as determined by the seller, and availability. Buyer requesting a replacement must contact the seller with
documentation as soon as possible to allow the breeder opportunity to reserve a replacement pup. Puppies that are already reserved for sales to other
buyers will not be available as replacements. Replacement animals of same color as the original purchased puppy are not guaranteed.

Hip Guarantee

Limited Registration: This puppy is purchased as a pet and may not be bred (intentionally or unintentionally). You agree
to spay or neuter this puppy between the age of fifteen and nineteen months and to mail Burgin’s Snowcloud Shepherds
a verterinarian certificate stating the surgery has been performed. Within one (1) year from date of purchase, should your
puppy develop hip dysplasia or any genetic skeletal disorder, which disorder will severly diminish your puppy’s quality
and enjoyment of life and necessitate euthanasia, upon receipt of (1) a letter from a duly licensed veterinarian attesting to
such condition and (2) a certificate of enthanasia, as well as (3) the puppy’s AKC registration certificate, you will receive
a replacement puppy from our next available litter. (please see *health guarantee above) A pet puppy who is found to have
a mild condition, which condition will not in any way shorten or diminish the quality of life for that puppy, will NOT be
replaced. On Limited Registration puppies, spay or neuter certificates from a duly licensed veterinarian must be provided
before AKC registration papers and pedigree will be provided on such puppy.

General

Due to the large size to which our dogs grow and to the variety and quality of available dog foods, we require that ALL
our dogs be kept on either Dog Bloom VM Supreme and Performance Bloom or NuVet Plus and NuJoint Plus
nutritional supplements at least until the age of 2.5 years. After 2.5 years all dogs should be kept on the VM Supreme or
NuVet Plus for life. These supplements can be ordered from burginsnowcloudshepherds.com A monthly report is sent to
Snowcloud kennels by the supplement sellers detailing which of our dogs is being supplemented with each supplement.
Failure to keep your pet on this supplement will render all guarantees null and void. Puppies must be on premium dog
food through life. No by-products, no wheat, no soy, no corn and no white rice. Feed Puppy large breed puppy food until
1.5 years of age.
Buyer is not required to return dog to Seller to obtain a refund under this contract. This guarantee will become void if hip
problems arise due to the owner’s neglect to follow these written guidelines concerning precautionary measures one must
follow to avoid hip problems or due to any injury sustained while in buyer’s possession.

Satisfaction Guarantee*

Seller guarantees that Buyer will be satisfied with the puppy purchased. If Buyer is not satisfied with the puppy received,
puppy may be returned to the Seller at the Buyer’s cost. Seller will replace the puppy or a full refund of the purchase price
will be made (Seller’s option). This Satisfaction Guarantee is valid for 72 hours after Buyer receives puppy.
*Coat color is not quaranteed. Color of the puppy/dogs coat may and often will change over time. Seller does not
quarantee any coat color and will not provide a refund due to coat color change.

Registration Requirements

Registration papers will be furnished to Buyer upon receipt from the A.K.C. and when complete payment is made for the
puppy and spay/neuter is complete. If payment is made by personal check or money-order, the registration papers will be
held until the check/money-order has cleared. The Buyer has the option of naming their new dog with the exception that
all puppies carry the kennel name “Burgin Snowcloud” at the front of their A.K.C. registered name. Buyer agrees to
register this dog in accordance with the time limits specified by the A.K.C. and send a copy of that registration to Seller
upon receipt. If Buyer fails to use “Burgin Snowcloud” in front of the registered name or to register the dog in accordance
with this paragraph, all guarantees made by the Seller is this contract become void.
Pup is to be avid microchip and DNA registered with the A.K.C. by the buyer.

General Agreement Terms please check and sign all sections to verify agreement to these terms stated above and
below in this contract.

_____ Limited Registration Contract (A.K.C. limited registration). This puppy is considered to be a pet and may not be
bred (not intentionally or unintentionally). Buyer agrees to spay or neuter this dog between the age of fifteen and nineteen
months and mail the Seller a veterinarian verification upon completion of that operation. If no spay or neuter certificate is
received by the Seller by the time the puppy reaches fifteen-nineteen months of age, or the dog produces a litter of pups,
the buyer agrees to pay the remainder of the full amount of $8500.00 to the seller for keeping a breeding dog, male or
female. If a buyer neglects to spay/neuter a pup the buyer agrees to pay seller $8500 per litter produced by said pup,
regardless of the ownership of said pup.
Buyer Signature:_______________________________________ Date: __________________________
_____ Buyer agrees to not tie out or chain this puppy unless supervised for the duration by an adult. If this puppy cannot
be kept for any reason, the Buyer agrees to give the puppy back to the Seller. If Seller elects to take the dog back, Buyer
agrees to supply and transfer all corresponding registration papers and to supply a current health certificate at the time of
delivery. Should the dog be sold elsewhere or ownership transferred from original buyer, the guarantees in this contract
would become void (this contract is non-transferrable). Burgin Snowcloud German Shepherds should always be in a safe
and comfortable home. In the case that the buyer is unable to keep a dog for any reason in the future, the seller will be
contacted to re-home the dog rather than the dog being surrendered to an animal shelter or rescue.
Buyer Signature:_______________________________________ Date: __________________________
_____ Buyer agrees not to mistreat this dog in any shape or form nor allow any type of laboratory tests (such as cosmetic
or medical experiments) to be performed on him/her. Please understand that we at Burgin Snowcloud Kennels are
animal lovers and desire that none of our animals suffer cruelty in any fashion. Violation of this contract will constitute the
Buyer’s unconditional surrender of the purchased dog and all registration documents at no cost to Seller.
Buyer Signature:_______________________________________ Date: __________________________
Thank you,
Phil Burgin, Burgin Snowcloud German Shepherds

Puppy Information
A.K.C. Registered Name ____________________________________________________________________
Purchase Price _____________________		

Male-Female, A.K.C. Litter No. _____________________

Date Whelped _____________________		

Tattoo No. ______________________________________

This contract was executed on __________________ between Seller, Burgin Snowcloud Kennels and the
undersigned,
Buyer ___________________________________

Seller __________________________________________

Printed Name _____________________________________________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Phone ___________________________________
D.L. State/Number: ________________________
(Please attach D.L. photocopy)
Note: contract not binding until both pages are signed by both the Buyer and Seller. Upon signature completion, this contract will become a legal and binding document, as agreed by Buyer and Seller.
Friend or Family: _________________________________________________
			Name

_________________________________________________
			Address
			

_____________________________________
City					

		
		
__________________________________
			Phone

__________
State

